
W H AT  I S  R E V I S I O N ?

REVISION
A QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

“ The first of act of correction or cure is to revise. “ 

Neville Goddard

“I firmly believe that if you will wisely and 

daily use the pruning shears of revision 

that you will find there is no objective 

beyond your ability to realize.”

We create our reality and therefore we can correct 

our experience of a situation.

As taught by Neville, revision is the

use of the pruning shears of

imagination to change how you

experienced events by re-

imagining them as you wish they

had been.

You are the cause of your 

reality. 

Whatever the imagination 

creates, it can unmake. 

The past does not exist except

in your memories, and by

changing your memories of the

past, you can change your

present and future reality.

To revise you must know what outcome you

desire.

This can be the opposite of what took 

place, but it isn’t.  Rather, what is the 

ending you desire?

Even if the event was a long time ago.

You are the operant power

The Law states that Consciousness Creates Reality.

This is the key to unlocking any manifestation you 

wish to experience. 

Revision is a technique used in the Law of Assumption 

to change how we have experienced the past

UNDERSTANDING REVISION

When you revise daily, you awaken within you the spirit of Jesus, which is 

continual forgiveness of sin.

For the mystic, sin is to miss the 

mark, to miss the goal, to not 

realize a dream.

Forgiveness is the corrective 

action of revision. 

Forgiveness is experiencing 

in imagination the revised 

version of the day  - what 

you wish you had 

experienced in the flesh. 

“Every time one really forgives – that is, every 

time one relives the event as it should have been 

lived – one is born again.”

Complete forgetfulness is 

forgiveness – this is a 

complete change of mind! 

Give yourself a new concept of self (sum of all your beliefs, 

attitudes, reactions) for the old concept. Give up the old 

concept completely. 



Revise for othersDaily experiences

Revise to expand 

success – make it 

greater than just good.

By reviewing  the events of the day, you can change how 

you experienced those events.  

As you review each event, you change any unwanted ones

before they become part of your subconscious memory.

Revision works because it helps you align your attention

with your desire and creates new beliefs that support your

manifestation.

Neville suggests that you do it every night before you go

to sleep.

WHY IS REVISION SO IMPORTANT?

Past experiences

Revise assumptions or 

self-concept (beliefs and 

attitudes) about self.

Doing revision daily will help you develop a habit of using your imagination

constructively to manifest your desires.

With consistent application of revision, you create a new concept of self.

WHAT CAN YOU REVISE?

When you review your day: 

“Look over the entire day, all the episodes, all the events, all the conversations, all the meetings, 

and then as you see it clearly in your mind's eye, rewrite it.”

 don’t judge your day or yourself when you review your day

 keep your (new) revised version short and keep it simple don’t  

get caught up with details

 what is the ending you desire?

 revise your day to match to your desires

 raise the issue, person, experience to a higher ideal

 let the new revised scene become your new experience and state

 completely forgive (change your mind about the event) to forget 

the event that took place 

 To completely forgive is to forget the old experience and live from 

the new desired state.

When you revise use the framework of the Golden Rule – “Do unto 
others as you would have them do unto you” 
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www.truecosmic.com/academy/back-to-the-future/

Sources of material: The Pruning Shears of Revision, Blake on Religion, Awakened Imagination, 

The Law & the Promise.
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 your family member has a great paying job,

 your sick friend is strong and healthy,

 your friend is married,

 you landed that huge account for your business. 

 business was slow but  is now exploding with sales!

 she was single, and now she is happily married,

 I struggled to pay my bills on time, now everything is paid before it’s due,

 I was not confident to speak in public but now I give amazing workshops. 

✓ Revision is effective when you don’t focus on time. 

✓ Be specific. The more specific you are, the easier it will be to manifest your desired outcome.

✓ Believe. If you don't believe it's possible, you won't be able to manifest it.

✓ Feel the emotions. Feeling the emotions of already having your desired outcome will help you to manifest it 

faster.

✓ Be patient. It takes time to manifest your desires. Don't give up if you don't see results immediately.

✓ Revision is a powerful tool that can help you to change your life. If you are willing to persist, you can achieve 

anything you desire.

It is best to practice before bed  when the subconscious mind is more 

accessible. 

HOW TO REVISE

Start with the first incident in the morning - go through the entire

day.

Re-imagine your entire day, scene by scene. Rewrite each event so that it becomes the outcome you wished

you had experienced.

Relive your revised day until you fall asleep. Replay your day with the NEW scenes only.

Do not go to sleep without revising your day. Do not allow the facts of the day to be final, no matter how real

the events were – do NOT accept them!

You can also revise events on the spot as you go through your day.

By revising you repeal the day and bring about corresponding changes in your

outer world.

When you get to a scene in your day that displeased you or if it was not as 

perfect as you thought it could have been, stop right there and revise it. 

To revise your day, start by reviewing it in your mind's eye. 

Revision is the power  you possess to CREATE the future you have always dreamed of.

Use your imagination to:

And use, “I remember when “ to replace the old with the new desired outcome.
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